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InContinuum Partners with Ingram Micro to 

Deliver its Cloud Management Platform Enabling 

their Partners Respond to Growing Demand 

 

Amsterdam, the Netherlands, / Chicago, USA, August 22, 2017 — 

InContinuum, today announced that their CloudController®, a Cloud Management and 

Business Process Automation Platform for Cloud Service enablement, is now available 

to the resellers, integrators and solutions providers that are partnered with Ingram 

Micro. 

By offering InContinuum’s CloudController, Ingram Micro enables business partner 

solutions for Hybrid and Multi-Cloud implementations that span Hyperscale Public- and 

Private Cloud implementations through InContinuum’s technical integrations and 

strategic relationships with top technology providers like Microsoft, Amazon Web 

Services, HPE, IBM, Huawei and VMware.   CloudController provides orchestration and 

automation capabilities across these hybrid environments, as well as the ability to 

manage business processes, multi-tier service catalogs, pricing, cost allocation and 

quotas, across all the cloud services through a single-pane of glass, in a “zero touch” 

mode. 

InContinuum has an industry-leading, simple-to-implement solution for Cloud 

Management in complex Hybrid and Multi-Cloud environments that complements 

Ingram’s other cloud offerings in the Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace.     

“With its vast global infrastructure and focus on cloud, mobility, supply chain and 

technology solutions, Ingram Micro enables business partners to operate more 

efficiently and successfully in the markets they serve”, said Phillip Hyde, CEO of 

InContinuum. I see immediate opportunity in the market for Ingram Micro’s partners 

to leverage CloudController in Hybrid and Multi-Cloud implementations. Beyond this 

immediate need, InContinuum is also committed to further integration with other 

Ingram technology partners through APS integration in the Ingram Micro Cloud 

Marketplace,“ added Hyde.   

InContinuum’s CloudController is designed for today’s Multi-Cloud environments. A 

single instance of CloudController runs individually or simultaneously with the Amazon 

Web Services EC2, Microsoft Azure/Azure Stack and IBM Bluemix Hyperscale Public 
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Cloud services (virtual & bare-metal), and all major on-premise hypervisor platforms, 

including VMware vSphere, Microsoft Hyper-V/SCVMM/SPF, Red Hat RHEV, Citrix 

XenServer, Oracle VM, Xen Cloud Platform, Huawei FusionSphere, and any OpenStack 

resource end-point. This broad level of support helps our joint customers avoid vendor 

lock-in while still enabling consistent controls, policies and compliance behind a 

common architecture. 

CloudController is available from Ingram as vendor code Y048. Check your Ingram 

Micro subsidiary for further information. 

 

About Ingram Micro 

Founded in 1979. The company is #62 on the Fortune 500 list. It supports global 

operations in over 45 countries and more than 30,000 resellers and is the only global 

distributor with a significant presence in Asia.   

 

About InContinuum Software 

A pioneer in the Cloud Management Platform space, InContinuum delivers the most 

complete, versatile easy-to-use CMP available today for the creation, deployment and 

management of VMs, Containers, Platforms and virtual networks. InContinuum’s 

award-winning CloudController bridges Private on-premise resources and hyperscale 

Public Clouds, providing unified cloud orchestration, hybrid cloud brokerage, business 

process workflows and a complete back-office. CloudController enables Private, Public, 

Hybrid and Multi-Clouds for corporate enterprises, or Cloud Service Providers, their 

resellers and end-user customers. 

CloudController simplifies the complete range of tasks required to automate and 

control the configuration, delivery and use of any cloud service. Through a true ‘Single-

Pane-of-Glass’ CloudController automates the configuration, ordering, billing, payment, 

chargeback, provisioning, deployment, management, maintenance, support and 

reporting of virtual infrastructure, applications, and bespoke server platforms. 

CloudController works seamlessly with all market-leading virtual server hypervisor 

management platforms, OpenStack and hyperscale Public Cloud services. 

InContinuum, headquartered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, has world-wide sales 

and support offices in Europe, Asia-Pacific and North America. InContinuum is an official 

member of the VMware Technical Alliance Partner Program, Microsoft Enterprise Cloud 
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Alliance Partner, HPE Technology Partner, Oracle Technology Network, Amazon 

Development Partner, Citrix Ready Partner, IBM Business Partner, and Red Hat 

Advanced ISV Partner.  

 

Media Contact 

 

Should you have any questions on this press release, or require more information 

regarding CloudController® please contact: 

  

Patricia Brochier  

Marketing & Communications Manager 

T: +33 6 09 47 04 94 (France) 

 


